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Abstract: Circular dichroism (CD) can be initially observed in intrinsic chiral structures. It18
was discovered that CD can also be observed in achiral structures with an oblique incident19
light beam. In this paper, a metal planar achiral L-shaped nanostructure arrays was pro-20
posed, and its CD was investigated using the finite element method. The CD phenomenon21
is due to extrinsic chirality resulting from the achiral structures with an oblique incident elec-22
tromagnetic wave. Results show that the L-shaped nanostructure arrays can achieve strong23
and broad bandwidth CD. In addition, the sign of CD can be reversed through changing24
azimuthal rotation angle of incident light, and the strength of CD depends strongly on light25
incident direction.26

Index Terms: Circular dichroism, oblique incidence, surface plasmon.27

1. Introduction28

Chiral structures cannot be superimposed with their mirror images [1]–[3]. Chiral structures and29

their images are called chiral enantiomers. Chirality is a universal feature of nature and is closely30

related to the phenomenon of life. Chirality played a key role in the biochemistry and evolution31

of life [4]. Many of the basic composition of life, such as proteins, amino acids and ribonucleic32

acid are chiral. Different optical response of chiral structures to left circularly polarized (LCP) and33

right-handed circularly polarized light (RCP), known as circular dichroism (CD).34

In recent years, the CD effects of chiral plasmonic nanostructures were studied extensively in the-35

oretical and experimental [5]–[14]. Compared to most natural chiral molecules, artificial plasmonic36

nanostructures can exhibit very strong chiroptical effects due to a much larger dipole moment of37

the localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonance and accordingly a stronger interaction with external38

light field. A number of three-dimensional (3-D) chiral nanostructures have been proposed, such as39

metal helix structures [15]–[17] and layer by layer chiral plasmonic nanostructures [18]–[30]. Com-40

pared to the 3-D chiral nanostructures, the planar achiral nanostructures are easier to fabricate.41

When planar achiral nanostructures, such as elliptical nanoholes [31], [32] and asymmetric split42
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of L-shaped nanostructure array and its unit cell.

ring structures [33]–[36], are subjected to obliquely incident light, strong CD appear, which was 43

termed as “extrinsic chiral” [37]. 44

However, the CD effects of the most plasmonic nanostructures have been restricted to narrow 45

frequency ranges, which is a major drawback for many potential applications. The research of 46

broadband CD effect to realize the broadband circularly polarized light excitation and collection, 47

has wider significance. Broadband infrared circular polarizers based on gold helical metamaterials 48

[16] have been recently demonstrated; however, realizing these structures in the visible is hindered 49

by their fabrication becomes challenging as their geometrical dimensions get smaller. 50

In this paper, we proposed periodic L-shaped nanostructure arrays above a dielectric substrate 51

and studied their CD effect. The CD effect is tunable; its sign and magnitude are controlled by light 52

incident direction. Importantly, this type of tunable CD occurs in simple planar structure designs 53

that are ideally suited for well-established planar manufacturing technologies. 54

2. Structure and Computational Method 55

The schematic geometry of proposed L-shaped gold nanostructure arrays is shown in Fig. 1. 56

The L-shaped nanostructure arrays rests on top of a substrate with refractive indices 1.444 and 57

thickness t = 200 nm. The period of the unit cell is d = 250 nm. The dimensions of the L-shaped 58

nanostructure are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. The thickness and width are as t = 40 nm 59

and w = 50 nm, respectively. The arm lengths are denoted as l1 and l2, respectively. The refractive 60

index of gold is obtained from [38]. The angle between the incident wave vector k and the plane 61

normal is denoted as the tilted angle θ. The azimuthal rotation angle of the incident wave vector is φ. 62

The transmission coefficients and surface charge distributions of the L-shaped nanostructure 63

arrays are investigated using the RF module of the finite element-based software COMSOL Multi- 64

physics 4.3. The transmission coefficient is defined as the rate of output power Pout to input power 65

P in, namely, T = Pout/P in. We use subscripts + and − denote RCP and LCP light correspondingly. 66

T++ (T−−) represents the transmittance of RCP (LCP) light. Then, CD is defined as CD = T++ - T−−. 67

3. Results and Discussion 68

Fig. 2(a)–(d) show the transmission spectra for LCP and RCP light incident on the L-shaped 69

nanostructure arrays at θ from 0° to 60° in the case of φ = 0°. Two evident resonant modes, 70

namely, λI and λII around 990 and 700 nm are observed in the transmission spectra from 550 71

to 1150 nm at θ = 0◦ as shown in Fig. 2(a). These modes are labeled as I and II, respectively. 72
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Fig. 2. (a)–(d) Transmission spectra of LCP and RCP light at φ = 0◦ (a), θ = 30◦ (b), θ = 45◦
(c), and θ = 60◦ (d). (e) CD spectra at θ = 0◦, θ = 30◦, θ = 45◦, and θ = 60◦.

Fig. 3. Surface charge distributions of Mode I (a) and mode II (b) under LCP incidence, as well as mode
I (c) and mode II (d) under RCP incidence.

Fig. 2(e) is the CD spectra of L-shaped nanostructure arrays with different θ. Note there is no CD73

effect at θ = 0◦. The L-shaped nanostructure arrays have strong and broad bandwidth CD effect74

with oblique incidence between 750 and 950 nm due to the two resonant modes get closer under75

LCP illumination but get wider under RCP illumination. Thus, the L-shaped nanostructure arrays76

operate as a broadband circular polarizer in this region. When θ increases from 0° to 60°, the77

absolute value of the CD increases at first and then decreases, leading to a moderate θ of 45°.78

To depict this phenomenon in Fig. 2, we calculated the surface charge distributions of the79

L-shaped nanostructure arrays at resonant modes. Fig. 3 shows the surface charge distributions80
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Fig. 4. CD spectra of the L-shaped nanostructure arrays at θ = 45◦ with different φ.

of the L-shaped nanostructure arrays under circularly polarized light illumination with φ = 0° and 81

θ = 0◦ at the resonant wavelengths. The surface charge distributions of the L-shaped nanostruc- 82

ture arrays under LCP illumination at the two resonant wavelengths as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). 83

Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the surface charge distributions under RCP illumination at the two resonant 84

wavelengths. At λI = 990 nm, the distribution of positive and negative surface charge corresponds 85

to the two arms of the L-shaped nanostructure [see Fig. 3(a) and (c)], which form the effective dipole 86

electron oscillation. At λII = 700 nm, the same polarity surface charge separated by the opposite 87

charge distribute in both ends of the two arms [see Fig. 3(b) and (d)], which form the effective 88

quadruple electron oscillation. Thus the formation of mode I and II are due to LSP effective dipole 89

electron oscillation and quadruple electron oscillation, respectively. 90

The CD spectra of the L-shaped nanostructure arrays taken at several φ angles in the case of 91

θ = 45◦ as shown in Fig. 4. The CD signal is significant only when the array is subjected to obliquely 92

incident light and without a symmetry axis in the plane of incidence, that is, θ �= 0◦, φ �= 45◦. The 93

CD spectra show a monotonic decrease in absolute value followed by an inversion of the sign and 94

subsequent monotonic increase in the absolute CD value. The L-shaped nanostructure changes to 95

its enantiomer when the φ changed to symmetrical about 45°. Thus, we can change the handedness 96

of L-shaped nanostructure by tuning φ rather than by rebuilding the structure. 97

The mechanism of external chirality can be thought relating to optical activity of a chiral molecule, 98

where the effect comes from interaction of the electric and magnetic responses. Similar to a chiral 99

molecule, the CD effect of a plasmonic structure is estimated by the general equation [39] 100

CD ∝ Im[
⇀

p · ⇀

m ] (1)

where
⇀

p and
⇀

m are the electric and magnetic dipole moments of the plasmonic structure. Here, in 101

the L-shaped nanostructure arrays, in the case of RCP light incident at φ = 30◦ and θ = 45◦, the 102

excited surface current distributions induce corresponding electric and magnetic dipole moments, 103

respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The component of the electric dipole moments
⇀

p respect to x 104

axis and y axis marked as p x and p y , respectively, and p y = p ·sin45◦, p x = p ·cos45◦. When the 105

light was at oblique incident, both moments
⇀

p and
⇀

mof the mode I have projections in the plane 106

perpendicular to the light incident direction, marked as p ′
x , p ′

y and m′, respectively [see Fig. 6(b)], 107

and m ′ = m ·sinθ, p ′
x = p x ·cosθcosφ, and p ′

y = p y ·cosθsinφ. The superposition of p ′
x and p ′

y at the 108
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Fig. 5. (a) Surface charge distributions at mode I excited by RCP light and at φ = 30° and θ =
45◦. Induced equivalent electric dipole and magnetic dipole moments are marked as “p” and “m.”
(b) Schematic of CD generation mechanism at mode I. The projections of magnetic dipole moment m′
and the electric dipole moment p′ in the plane perpendicular to the incident light can reduce LCP light
but increase RCP light, generating the CD.

Fig. 6. CD spectra of the L-shaped nanostructure arrays at θ = 45◦ and φ = 0◦ with different arm
lengths. (a) Different l1. (b) Different l2.
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direction of m′ is defined as p′ 109

p ′ = p ′
y − p ′

x = p y · cos θ sin φ − p x · cos θ cos φ

=
√

2
2

p · (cos θ sin φ − cos θ cos φ)

= p · cos θ · sin(φ − 45◦). (2)

110

Thus 111

CD ∝ Im[
⇀

p · ⇀

m ] ∝ Im[p · m · sin 2θ · sin(φ − 45◦)]. (3)

For fixed φ, maximum CD occurs at θ = 45◦ and minimum CD occurs at θ = 0◦, which is consistent 112

with the results in Fig 2(e). For fixed θ, minimum CD occurs at φ = 45◦ and maximum CD occurs 113

at φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦, which is consistent with the results in Fig. 4. 114

Fig. 6 shows the CD spectra for fixed angles θ = 45◦ and φ = 0◦ with different arm lengths as 115

other parameters unchanged. Fig. 6(a) shows the CD spectra of the L-shaped nanostructure as l1 116

increases from 100 nm to 200 nm with fixed l2 = 150 nm. Fig. 6(b) shows the CD spectra of the 117

L-shaped nanostructure as l2 increases from 100 nm to 200 nm with fixed l1 = 150 nm. With the 118

increase of the lengths of two arms, both mode I and mode II red-shift, which leads to the red-shift 119

of the broad CD band. The red-shift of mode I and mode II are due to the increasing the electron 120

oscillation length as lengths of two arms increase. 121

4. Conclusion 122

A strong and broad bandwidth CD effect was observed in plasmonic L-shaped nanostructure arrays. 123

The parallel components of the electric and magnetic dipole moments in the plane perpendicular 124

to the incident light result in the CD effect. The two resonant modes get closer under one circularly 125

polarized light illumination but get wider under the other circularly polarized light illumination with 126

oblique incidence, thus realize the broad bandwidth CD effect. The ability to obtain the two “enan- 127

tiomers” from the same arrays with the azimuthal rotation angle changed to symmetrical about 128

the symmetry axis of the structure will eliminate various problems accompanying the fabrication 129

of exact mirror image left- and right-intrinsically chiral structure. Moreover, the CD effect can be 130

conveniently tuned due to the strength of CD depend strongly on tilt angle at the same azimuthal 131

rotation angle. In addition, the broad CD band can be tuned by changing the geometrical param- 132

eters of the structure. Given the strong and broad bandwidth CD effect, the proposed structure is 133

potential for building ultra-compact polarization components in integrated photonics and broadband 134

circular polarizer. 135
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